Press Release 24 February 2013

JAPAN RULES IN SJ MIXED TEAM
ELECTRIC MINI-CARS IN VAL DI FIEMME

Japan wins the first SJ Mixed Team race in World Championships
Austria gets silver and Germany wears bronze
A green future in Val di Fiemme aboard electric mini-cars


There is always a first time, even in Fiemme 2013. To be the World Champion in a competition that has never been held before gives the medals an even brighter glow. In the end the Japanese (1011,0 points) didn’t have any close rivals while winning the first ever gold medal in the Normal Hill Mixed Team competition. It’s a totally new competition for the World Championships. The 106,5m final jump from Sara Takanashi and the 101,5m leap from Taku Takeuchi (in combination with their team mates Daiki Ito and Yuki Ito) didn’t leave any room for Austria and Germany, second and third on the podium.  However, the final two places on the podium weren’t decided until the last moment. Austria (Chiara Hoelzl, Thomas Morgenstern, Jaqueline Seifriedsberger, Gregor Schlierenzauer)  were neck and neck with the Germans taking the silver medal position with 986.7 points leaving Ulrike Graessler, Richard Freitag, Carina Vogt and Severin Freund the bronze medal with 984,9 points. The Norwegian team with the new World Champion HS106, Anders Bardal, ended up in fourth position only fifteen points behind the Germans. This formula of competition was enjoyed by all of the athletes, who felt more team spirit. This type of competition might always produce surprising results: countries that have experts in men’s ski jumping maybe are not so competitive with the women, and vice versa. The mixed nature of this type of competition opens it up for more countries, where anyone has the possibility to win.

Fiemme 2013 also means respect for the environment. That's why the President of the Fiemme and Fassa Vehicle Repairers Association, Fausto Mich, is providing some opportunity to people helping during the Championships to drive an electric car. Two of these green cars are available at Palafiemme and two more in Piazza dei Campioni both situated in Cavalese.
Federico Milan, Bike Product Manager at the Tourism Office of Val di Fiemme (Apt) explained that the green car initiative aims at a sustainable tourism model without cars nor other polluting vehicles.
Mr. Milan said that he believes that “these green cars will be working along side public transport. Some experimental projects have been launched in Val di Fiemme including hydrogen buses. In Piazza dei Campioni, during the prize giving ceremonies, these buses will be used to promote this new kind of technology. Also, other innovative products such as the app Vivi Fiemme 2013 for Android and iOS will be available”. The World Championships green-cars aren’t noisy, they don’t pollute and they can run up to 60km at a cost of less than one euro. “These cars are often used in the village, they are more convenient to drive than the traditional ones because it is possible to park them everywhere since they are registered as motorcycles. With these cars it is possible to enter the centre of Cavalese after 3 p.m., when traffic is normally closed”, said Milan.
This is not the first time that Val di Fiemme has experienced this kind of eco-mobility, “we have already used these cars during the summer Nordic Combined World Cup in Predazzo, to transfer the athletes from their hotel to the prize giving ceremonies in Piazza dei Campioni. 
Val di Fiemme wants to achieve an important goal soon: to become the first low-traffic alpine valley. So, we are not only here to support the athletes, but also to support the environment.  
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 

Ski Jumping Mix Team
1. JAPAN 1011.0 (ITO Yuki - ITO Daiki - TAKANASHI Sara - TAKEUCHI Taku); 2. AUSTRIA 986.7 (HOELZL Chiara - MORGENSTERN Thomas - SEIFRIEDSBERGER Jacqueline - SCHLIERENZAUER Gregor); 3. GERMANY 984.9 (GRAESSLER Ulrike - FREITAG Richard - VOGT Carina - FREUND Severin); 4. NORWAY 969.3 (LUNDBY Maren - HILDE Tom - SAGEN Anette - BARDAL Anders); 5. FRANCE 941.2 (LEMARE Lea - LAMY CHAPPUIS Ronan - MATTEL Coline - DESCOMBES SEVOIE Vincent); 6. UNITED STATES 938.4 (JEROME Jessica - FRENETTE Peter - HENDRICKSON Sarah - JOHNSON Anders); 7. ITALY 923.1 (RUNGGALDIER Elena - MORASSI Andrea - INSAM Evelyn - COLLOREDO Sebastian); 8. SLOVENIA 920.0 (BOGATAJ Ursa - HVALA Jaka - ROGELJ Spela - PREVC Peter)

